
No load support is required since the FRP column is load 
bearing (unless split). The column should be installed follow-
ing our normal installation instructions with the exception 
that the base is not placed and attached. The base should 
be held above the height of the pedestal. Then the Crafts-
man pedestal is installed around the FRP column. To finish 
the installation, the base is then lowered to the top of the 
pedestal and attached.

Poly-Classic Structual
Round and Square Column 
with Craftsman Pedestal

Made in U.S.A.

Quality Craftsmanship

Standard
Raised Panel

Fluted“Square Corner”
Raised Panel

Recessed
Panel
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Panel Styles Available

Pedestal Cap/Base

Standard Trim Prairie Trim Pyramid Cap

www.Turncraft.com 800–423–33112.

E-Z Lock Assembly

Many styles of ornamental capitals
are available for our FRP Columns

Poly-Classic® Structual Column
with Craftsman pedestal

Mix-N-Match

Tapered Cap/Base

Ornamental Capitals

Tuscan Roman Doric Attic Tuscan Attic

Mix-N-Match has made it easier than ever to use any structual Poly-
Classic column with a Craftsman pedestal. 

Poly-Classic columns are available in popular tapered and 
non-tapered shafts that feature concise edges and meticulous attention 
to detail. Their hollow centers are useful as channels for downspouts, 
wiring, and plumbing, yet Poly-Classic columns offer maximum load-
bearing capacities and substantial resistance to deformation.
Poly-Classic columns are virtually maintenance-free. They are impervi-
ous to termite and carpenter ant attack as well as staining and decaying 
fungi. High-humidity environments have no effect on these non-porous, 
waterproof columns. 

All Turncraft Poly-Classic columns are covered by a limited lifetime 
warranty to the original purchaser.Our experienced design department 
can work with your dealer to create your own custom order specifica-
tions.

Non-Tapered Round
and Square Cap/Base
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